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ABSTRACT

Resilient operation of novel networked smart grid systems re-
quires for active distribution grid monitoring, management,
and control. In order to reduce system complexity and har-
ness fast control interaction, grid-related software applica-
tions (e.g., voltage control) are destined to operate directly on
a controller in the respective intelligent secondary substation
(iSSN). In this paper, we propose a flexible and performant
software framework for hosting of smart grid applications –
the so called iSSN application frame. It provides means for ef-
ficient field measurement access, data preprocessing and rep-
resentation. As such, it supports simple development and field
deployment for such applications. For the iSSN application
frame, we developed a set of independent software components
for the representation of smart buildings and the distribution
grid, as well as a data storage. The components are loosely
coupled by a cloud-based middleware, which allows for flex-
ible extension. Thus, the iSSN application frame forms the
foundation for the efficient operation of novel distribution grid
applications.

1 INTRODUCTION

The implementation of the smart grid approach introduces
modern information and communication technology (ICT)
components to the distribution grid domain (i.e., the secondary
substations). This ICT-based ‘upgrade’ of secondary substa-
tions to intelligent secondary substation nodes (iSSN) enables
distribution grid operators (DSO) to make better use of the
available grid infrastructure, aim for novel business objectives,
and ultimately save on investments, increase their grids’ relia-
bility, and gain new revenue.

Classically, grid related applications for network planning and
operation of low voltage (LV) networks has been operated off-
line e.g. as functionality of DSO’s GIS System. Network plan-
ning is based on classical network maps and a few remote slave
pointer measurements at transformer bus bar in combination
with standardized load profiles. LV grid operation is passive
and mainly event triggered. Customers call the service center
if and where failures or disturbances have occurred.

The idea of the iSSN-approach is the local usage of the dense
set of distribution grid measurements in the secondary substa-
tion to perform analysis, to compute set-points for distributed
actors (switches, transformers’ tap-changers, inverters, heat

pumps, EVs, etc.), and to perform other distribution grid-
related functions.

In order to perform these functions in a distributed manner,
software applications have to be operated on an automation
device (e.g., industry grade computer) in the secondary substa-
tion. Fig. 1 shows the location of such an automation device
in the Smart Grid Architecture Model (SGAM – cf. [3]). It
is located in the component layer’s distribution domain, in the
substation zone.
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Fig. 1: In the Smart Grid Architecture Model, the iSSN appli-
cation frame is operated on the component layer’s dis-
tribution domain in its (sub)station zone. It serves as
a hosting framework for distribution grid-related soft-
ware application.

The applications, which are operated on the automation device
in the iSSN, use various protocols to interact with other de-
vices or systems (e.g., smart meters, SCADA systems, etc.).
Data models are required to organize and abstract the underlay
information. This abstraction allows for convenient develop-
ment of functions (e.g., voltage controller – as proposed in [4]),
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which in turn serve the DSO’s business objectives (cf. Fig. 1).

In order to allow for a convenient development and efficient
operation of the applications on the automation device, a set
of requirements have to be fulfilled by the iSSN application
frame. These requirements are listed in the next chapter. Sub-
sequently, we present the realization of the application frame
in Chapter 3 with detailed information about the implemented
data models. In the last chapter (Chapter 4), we conclude the
current state of our work and give an outlook to the ongoing
and further application development and operation in the scope
of the Austrian smart city project SCDA – Smart City Demo
Aspern [1].

2 REQUIREMENTS

Requirements for the iSSN application frame are given below.
They are derived from the grid application developer’s per-
spective. It should be mentioned here, that these are a small
subset of the requirements that are relevant for the operation of
a complete smart grid automation component in an iSSN.

R1 – Modular, resilient, and scalable software system The
modularity, resilience, and scalability are the non-functional
requirements that are relevant for the application frame. The
modularity is required for an easy integration of the developed
smart grid application into the application frame and the exten-
sion of the frame’s functionality. Resilience is required due to
the operation of critical infrastructure. It should avoid single
points of failure, and allow for hot standby of software compo-
nents and for transparent fail-over in case one of the software
modules stops its operation.

R2 – Local data availability and preprocessing In order
to allow for performant application operation, field measure-
ments need to be stored locally on substation level. Depending
on the application, both, live field measurements as well as his-
torical data of at least the last twelve months should be directly
available to the developed application. Data preprocessing by
the application frame is required in order to guarantee a basic
data quality to the grid-related applications.

R3 – Model representation of field components Field mea-
surements, the grid structure, and its current system state need
to be abstracted in the application frame by adequate data mod-
els. This is required to hide complexity of field situation and
to allow a simple and structured access to field sensors and
actuators for the developed applications.

3 APPLICATION FRAME

In order to cover the previously mentioned requirements for ef-
ficient grid application operation, the iSSN application frame
has been developed. General architectural decisions and im-
plemented components are described in the next subsections.

3.1 General Architecture

The general architecture of the iSSN application frame is de-
picted in Fig. 2. It consists of the following stand-alone soft-
ware modules.

• Grid Information Module (GIM) – represents the distri-
bution grid with its topology and all relevant components
(e.g., grid topology, lines, switches and states, loads), in-
cluding preprocessing and provisioning of power profiles
from grid sensors.

• Building Information Module (BIM) – represents the
smart buildings that are connected to the respective dis-
tribution grid, including preprocessing and provisioning
of nominal power profiles delivered by Building Energy
Management Systems (BEMS).

• Storage Module – acts as local data storage for field mea-
surement time-series – including grid and building related
measurements and meta-data.
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Fig. 2: The general structure of the iSSN application frame
consisting of GIM, BIM, and the Storage module. The
IEC60870 gateway component is the interface to the
field devices.

Communication between several application modules is
achieved by use of Gridlink, a decentralized distributed mes-
sage bus developed in Java and based on vert.x1 and Hazel-
cast2. Gridlink provides distributed execution of an application
by using modules, each of which providing certain functional-
ity and dynamically forming a cluster of known instances dur-
ing execution. By design, Gridlink does not contain any cen-
tral component, thus no single point of failure is introduced
(according to requirement R1). Modules may join or leave
the bus at any time during execution without influencing other
modules’ behavior. Therefore, they can replace each other to
enable transparent fail-over by claiming the same identification
name on the bus.

3.2 Storage Module

It is vital that modules have access to historical and current data
measured by smart meters and other sensors in the field. For
this purpose, the storage module is responsible for permanent
storage of time-series and meta data of sensor data. It utilizes a
Java-based embedded data store, shown to be superior to state-
of-the-art off-the-shelf SQL and NoSQL solutions w.r.t. data

1 http://vertx.io
2 http://hazelcast.com
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retrieval time and required storage size (cf. [2]). Immutable
values, frequent readouts, and the generation of statistical in-
dicators are optimally supported.

3.3 Data Preparation

Both the GIM and the BIM request power profiles from the
storage module and process them for further usage by appli-
cations. Caused by misbehavior of the field sensors or lack of
data, gaps might occur within the recorded profiles. As a con-
sequence, data preprocessing is necessary – in particular, such
gaps must be identified.

Each power profile consists of a list of succeeding time stamps
and corresponding measurement values. A gap is an interval
of time, defined by

tgap ≥ 2 · tmin (1)

where tmin is the minimum time difference between any two
successive time stamps within the profile. To provide useful
data for applications, all gaps are identified and so called time-
series are created. A time-series contains at least two time
stamps, which indicate the start tsi and the end tsi of seamless
profile data. If a given profile has been analyzed and no gaps
were found, then there exists only one time-series. If one gap
was identified somewhere in the profile, then two time-series
are created.

Example Assume the following list of time stamps ti and
measures values Pi.

i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
ti [s] 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0
Pi [kW] 2.64 3.91 4.11 3.04 4.23 6.66 5.12 7.65

Based on these time stamps tmin = 1.0 s and thus tgap ≥ 2.0 s.
It can be seen, that there exists a gap between the fourth and
fifth time stamp. Therefore two time series with the following
time stamps are created:

ts1 = 1.0 s ts1 = 4.0 s
ts2 = 7.0 s ts2 = 10.0 s

3.4 Grid Information Module

The Grid Information Module (GIM) collects grid-data, pre-
processes this data and provides this information about the
distribution grid and its elements to other modules in a well
structured form.

The grid topology is provided as XML-based Common Infor-
mation Model (CIM) and imported by the GIM building up
a topological model using the information about nodes, lines,
transformers, connections, etc. For each device, an entry in
a table is created including device specific information and a
unique identifier.

To store the topology information, a matrix of size n × n is
created where n is the number of grid elements. The connec-
tion information between element i and element j is stored in
line i and column j and contains ei,j = 〈s(i,j), l(i,j)〉, where
s(i,j) ∈ {0, 1} is the switch state and l(i,j) ∈ Z the length (as
number of elements) of the connection between the two ele-
ments.

Initially, the connection information is set to 〈0, 0〉 for each
pair of elements and based on the imported topology informa-
tion it is updated to 〈1, 1〉 if two elements are directly con-
nected. As a result, the matrix can be used to identify all di-
rectly connected elements within the grid.

To provide more details about the grid to other modules, the
topological information is extended. Therefore, well-defined
starting points of the grid are identified (e.g., MV/LV connec-
tion point). Based on these elements, a recursive algorithm
iterates through the elements of the matrix until some also
predefined final nodes (e.g., energy consumers) are reached.
Based on the traversed path within the network topology, the
connection information is updated (connection length of indi-
rectly connected elements is changed). By using positive and
negative connection lengths, parent-child-relations in terms of
network topology are shown. In case of topology changes (e.g.,
change of a switch position), the information is updated in the
Grid Information Module. Thus, the GIM can be seen as an
up-to-date representation of the grid.

To sum up, this matrix can be interpreted as extended adja-
cency matrix and it can be used to identify the relation between
two elements of the network, e.g., if they are connected, the
path length in terms of hops between two elements, and if it is
possible to reach an element when changing switch positions.

Example Assume the distribution grid in Fig. 3a. Each ele-
ment gets a unique id and then the topology matrix A is gener-
ated as explained before.



〈0, 0〉 〈1, 1〉 〈1, 2〉 〈1, 3〉 〈1, 4〉 〈0, 3〉 〈0, 4〉
〈1,−1〉 〈0, 0〉 〈1, 1〉 〈1, 2〉 〈1, 3〉 〈0, 2〉 〈0, 3〉
〈1,−2〉 〈1,−1〉 〈0, 0〉 〈1, 1〉 〈1, 2〉 〈0, 1〉 〈0, 2〉
〈1,−3〉 〈1,−2〉 〈1,−1〉 〈0, 0〉 〈1, 1〉 〈0, 0〉 〈0, 0〉
〈1,−4〉 〈1,−3〉 〈1,−2〉 〈1,−1〉 〈0, 0〉 〈0, 0〉 〈0, 0〉
〈0,−3〉 〈0,−2〉 〈0,−1〉 〈0, 0〉 〈0, 0〉 〈0, 1〉 〈0, 0〉
〈0,−4〉 〈0,−3〉 〈0,−2〉 〈0, 0〉 〈0, 0〉 〈0,−1〉 〈0, 0〉



The generated information in matrix A can be used to illus-
trate the grid topology including their dependencies as directed
graph [6] (Fig. 3b).

Directly connected topology elements (with closed switches)
are connected by a solid arrow in the graph. The dashed arrow
indicates, that a connection between nodes exists but the switch
is open. The graph representation is useful for a wide range of
different networks to illustrate the network-elements and the
relation between them.

Another function of the GIM is to model grid monitoring
devices, in particular their position within the topology and
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Fig. 3: Grid (a) and graph (b) representation of matrix A (solid
lines represent closed switches and dashed lines con-
nections with open switches).

to provide their corresponding power profiles. Therefore the
monitoring devices are identified and their power profiles are
requested from the storage module by the GIM.

In general, grid monitoring devices are sensing active and re-
active power flow for each phase of a line. Thus, measured
power is the sum of all sub-branches and all directly connected
nodes. GIM analyzes the determined positions of the monitor-
ing devices and – in case that a parent-child-relation exists to a
sub-branch – so called residual profiles are calculated. Assume
that di and dj are monitoring devices where dj is a child of di
and P (di) and P (dj) are the corresponding power profiles.

As a consequence, the residual profile of di is calculated by
PR(di) = P (di) − P (dj) by subtracting each time stamp of
the profiles. Due to this data preparation, other modules and
applications can directly use the power profiles for further cal-
culations.

3.5 Building Information Module

The functionality of the Building Information Module (BIM)
is similar to the GIM – collect and preprocess data and provide
it to other modules and applications.

In almost the same manner as the GIM, the BIM requests pro-
files from the storage module, in particular profiles of build-
ings instead of monitoring devices within the distribution grid.
Also, gaps within the profiles are identified and seamless time-
series are created. As a result, suitable data can be provided
for other modules of the application frame.

At the moment building representation by their power profiles
and data preparation are the only implemented functions of
BIM. Further, functions like in-building actuator modeling and
energy market participation-related functions are envisioned.

4 CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

Recent work (e.g., [5]) has shown that decentralized operation
of distribution grid-related software applications demands spe-

cific requirements. In order to enable resilient operation of
networked smart distribution grids, we developed the iSSN ap-
plication frame consisting of a data storage module and data
models for the distribution grid and connected buildings.

First applications have proven the suitability of the presented
frame and its modules. The modularization of the raw field
data into a grid and a building related model has led to a clear,
modular and extensible frame, which is highly convenient for
application developers.

In the course of the research project Smart City Demo Aspern
(SCDA) [1] we are going to use the iSSN application frame
to develop and deploy a set of applications for decentralized
low voltage grid management. Further extension are foreseen
especially for the BIM functionality (modeling of in-building
actuators) and the data preprocessing (synchronization of asyn-
chronous field measurements).
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